
BOZ! (Opening Theme Song) (1:05)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music), David Wolf (Smiling Bear 
Music), Tim Cissell (Jumping Bear Music)Dennis DeShazer  
(Giggling Bear Music), Jeff Gittle (Giggling Bear Music)

Here we GO!!
Our best friend is green and lives in a tree
Right next door to the Baxter Family
The happiest bear you‛re ever gonna see
His name is BOZ spelled B-O-Z!

Jump into this world of fun
cause Drew and Gracie love to play
We do!
They‛re good at helping every one
Oh yeah!
And they sing and laugh every day

Our best friend is green,
A bear who loves to share
It‛s fun to play pretend
and find adventure everywhere

He says, “God‛s world is amazing,
It‛s filled with oohs and ahhs.”

So come along and join the fun
With a silly friend named BOZ!
The happiest bear you‛re ever gonna see

His name is BOZ spelled B-O-Z!
His name is BOZ spelled B-O-Z!

Open Your Eyes (1:58) 
To God’s Surprise
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Open your eyes to God‛s surprise
Wake up, get up, it‛s time to rise
He made a gift that is just your size
Surprise! It‛s a brand new day!

Roll out, roll out of your bed
And put your covers in place

Wash the sleepiness away 
From your sleepy face

Brush your hair, short or long,
Straight or flowing with curls

Brush, brush, brush, brush your teeth
Until they shine like pearls

Open your eyes to God‛s surprise
Wake up, get up, it‛s time to rise
He made a gift that is just your size
Surprise! It‛s a brand new day!

Peak out, take a look outside,
Is there sunshine or rain?
Stretch your arms out to your side
Just like an airplane

Put on some happy clothes
To show your happy heart
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Each day is a special gift
And this one‛s about to start
Open your eyes to God‛s surprise
Wake up, get up, it‛s time to rise
He made a gift that is just your size

Surprise! It‛s a brand new day!!
Surprise! It‛s a brand new day!!
Surprise! It‛s a brand...new...day!!

I Can Make Anything! (1:50)
Willy Welch (Giggling Bear Music)

Take a piece of clay and give it a pat, pat, 
pat

A squeeze and a poke and a pull like that

And then we add in a lot of our imagination

I made a mouse!

A dog!

A cat!

Hey, one two three, look and see
I can make anything I can see
With my hands and my imagination
I can make anything at all

Fold a piece of paper
And I‛ll tell you what for

Add color from a crayon
And fold it up some more

Add in a lot of your imagination

Look! You can make a bird or an airplane 
soar!

One two three, look and see
I can make anything I can see
With my hands and my imagination
I can make anything at all

I can draw a picture, I can sing a song

I can do a dance,
Won‛t you join along?

All I need is my imagination
I can make anything at all

One two three, look and see 
I can make anything I can see
With my hands and my imagination
I can make anything at all
I can make anything at all!

God Sees You And He Likes 
What He Sees (1:03)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

God sees you…and He likes what He sees
God sees you…and you‛re special as can be
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So look straight up to Heaven, shout:
“Thanks for making me!”

God sees you…and He likes what He sees
God made you….and you‛re one of a kind
God made you…you‛re always on His mind.

So smile up to Heaven, shout:
“Thanks for making me!”
God made you…and you‛re one of a kind

So look straight up to Heaven, shout:
“Thanks for making me!”
God sees you…and He likes what He sees

Hoop-Dee-Hoop (1:34)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Gather around
And I‛ll give you the scoop
On all the games we can play
With our Hoop-Dee-Hoop

Yeah!

Hoop-dee-hoop, Hoop-dee-hoop
More fun than a flock of chickens in a 
coop
Holler and whoop for Hoop-dee-hoop
Making more noise than a rock and roll 
group

Now let‛s dance

Take your hoop — 
And roll it around
Roll it up a hill
And watch it roll back down

Put a hoop on each arm
Flap to make them spin
Let the hoop-dee-hoop fun begin
Hoop-dee-hoop
Hoop-dee-hoop

More fun than a flock of chickens in a coop
Holler and whoop for Hoop-dee-hoop
Making more noise than a rock and roll 
group
Now let‛s dance!

Lay some hoops — on the ground
Hop from hoop to hoop and then spin 
around

Pretend a hoop is a steering wheel

Then drive around the yard in your hoop-
dee-mobile

Hoop-dee-hoop, Hoop-dee-hoop
More fun than a flock of chickens in a coop
Holler and whoop for Hoop-dee-hoop
Making more noise than a rock and roll 
group
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Now let‛s dance
Hoop-dee-hoop
Hoop-dee-hoop

Hoopity, Hoopity, Hoopity
Hoop-dee-hoop!

Minute By Minute (1:36)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Minute by minute and day after day
God shows He loves us in so many ways
All of His creatures are singing His praise

Minute by minute and day after day

The trees in the park are so strong, so tall
With leaves that change color as it turns fall
Beautiful flowers that smell sweet to me
All of these things help us to see

Minute by minute and day after day
God shows He loves us in so many ways
All of His creatures are singing His praise
Minute by minute and day after day

The birds sing their songs in the trees 
up so high

The colorful wings of a small butterfly

The soft buzzing sound of a cute bumble-
bee

All of these things help us to see

Minute by minute and day after day
God shows He loves us in so many ways
All of His creatures are singing His praise
Minute by minute and day after day

Minute by minute and day after day

We Can Do A Lot! (1:55)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

Even though you‛re little
You can do a lot
When it comes to cleaning you can 
Help us on the spot
Chores like these look big but they‛re not
Cuz even though you‛re little
You can do a lot

When the house is messy 
We know what to do
Helping with the cleaning makes it easier 
for you
Chores like these look big but they‛re not
Cuz even though we‛re little
We can do a lot
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We can help Mom and Dad sweep the floor

Pick up all the boxes — 
“Hey, look there‛s one more!”

We can clean and dust and 
make it all neat

When you live together
There‛s so much to do
When it comes to cleaning we 
can share the work with you
Chores like these look big but they‛re not
Cuz even though we‛re little
We can do a lot

Sorting, lifting, one by one

Sharing chores can be lots of fun

There‛s a job for everyone
We won‛t quit till the work is done!!

Hey! I think we‛re almost finished!

Whew!

Even though we‛re little
We can do a lot
When it comes to cleaning we can help you 
on the spot
Chores like these look big but they‛re not
Cuz even though we‛re little
We can do a lot

Even though we‛re little
We can do a lot

Squeaky Clean (1:01)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Squeaky-clean
Squeaky-clean
When you scrub a dub your hands they‛re 
squeaky-clean
If it‛s cleanliness you seek
Wash your hands until they squeak
That is what I mean by squeaky-clean

Squeaky-clean
Squeaky-clean
When you brush your teeth you make them 
squeaky-clean
Am I silly when I speak?
When I say your teeth will squeak?
All I mean is that your teeth get squeaky-
clean

Squeaky-clean
Squeaky-clean
When you take a bath your skin gets squeaky-
clean
Once a day — not once a week!
Take a bath until you squeak
Head to toe you will be squeaky-clean
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As this song comes to an end
Remember: water is our friend
It helps your body get all squeaky-clean

I Can Be… (1:46)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

When you grow up, you can be
Anything God wants you to be
So many jobs for you and me
Anything you see, oooo wee…you can be

I can be a cowboy working on the ranch 
with my horse

Or a police officer working on the police 
force

I can fight fires as a firefighter

Or make up stories as a storybook writer

When I grow up, I can be
Anything God wants me to be
So many jobs look fun to me
Anything I see, oooo wee…I can be
I can fly a spaceship as an astronaut
Or be a fishing boat captain…see the big 
fish I caught!

I can drive a truck sitting way up high

I can be a baker…baking cherry pie

When I grow up, I can be
Anything God wants me to be
So many jobs look fun to me
Anything I see, oooo wee….I can be
Anything I see, oooo wee….I can be!

Rain, Rain, Rain (1:41)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

Rain, Rain, Rain
It‛s good to see you again
Drip drop pitter patter splashin‛, swishin‛ 
rain
We love the rain

Hear the drip drops on the street
Happy birdies dance and tweet
Pretty garden colors glow
Grammie‛s flowers grow and grow

Rain, Rain, Rain
It‛s good to smell you again
Drip drop pitter patter splashin‛, swishin‛ 
rain
We love the rain

We can watch the puddles grow 
Splashin‛, Jumpin‛ — here I go!
It‛s a gift right from the sky
To the earth when she gets dry

Rain, Rain, Rain
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It‛s good to hear you again
Drip drop pitter patter splashin‛, swishin‛ 
rain
We love the rain

When the rain begins to clear
And the sun begins to glow
See the rainbow in the sky
Pretty colors in a row

Rain, Rain, Rain
It‛s good to feel you again
Drip drop pitter patter splashin‛, 
swishin‛ rain
We love the rain

Look In A Book! (1:53)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

You can learn almost anything
If you find the right book
And you can find the right book you need
If you know where to look

And there is one place in our town
Where every kind of book can be found
It‛s the big, big house of books called the 
library

So come here and look, look, look

Look in a book!

I said look, look, look

Look in a book!
Because it‛s not just what you know
But all the places you can go
When you….look, look

Look in a book!

The library has many things
Besides a zillion books
There are puppet shows and story time
And computers in little nooks
It is the quietest place in town
Where everyone keeps the noise down
It‛s the big, big house of books called the 
library

So come here and look, look, look
Look in a book!

I said look, look, look
Look in a book!

Because it‛s not just what you know

But all the places you can go

When you…look, look
Look in a book!

When you…look, look
Look in a book! 
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God’s Green Earth (1:39)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

C‛mon over here
I‛ll show you exactly what I‛m talking about

God‛s green earth is not just green
So many different colors can be seen
Stop and look around — you‛ll see what I 
mean
God‛s green earth is not just green
Boom badda boom badda boom badda boom 
badda
boom boom boom boom boom boom

Well, sure the grass is green and so are the 
trees
Look at all the flowers — but don‛t disturb 
the bees!
Roses are red and violets are blue
Like the sky and the sea and my wheelbar-
row too
God‛s green earth is not just green
So many different colors can be seen
Stop and look around — you‛ll see what I 
mean
God‛s green earth is not just green

Boom badda boom badda boom badda boom 
badda
boom boom boom boom boom boom

Ladybugs are red with little black spots

Oranges are orange — I sure like them lots!

Butterfly colors show GOD‛s glory

They used to be caterpillars…

But that‛s another story!

God‛s green earth is not just green
So many different colors can be seen 
Stop and look around — you‛ll see what I 
mean
God‛s green earth is not just green

God‛s green earth is not just green

Monkey Around (1:02)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Monkey around, monkey around
It‛s the best workout that I‛ve found
Watch a monkey in his jungle gym
Then monkey around just like him

Raise your hands above your head
Bend your knees and jump around
Wave those hands from side to side
Now it‛s time to monkey around

Monkey around, monkey around
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It‛s the best workout that I‛ve found
Watch a monkey in his jungle gym
Then monkey around just like him

Swing and sway on monkey bars
With your feet up off the ground
Make a funny, monkey face
Now it‛s time to monkey around
Monkey around, monkey around
It‛s the best workout that I‛ve found
Watch a monkey in his jungle gym
Then monkey around just like him

The Land of Make Believe (1:10)
Willy Welch (Giggling Bear Music)

Won‛t you come along as we sing this song
To a special place that puts a smile on 
your face
To a land of fun…for everyone
To a land of make believe

We can ride a pony on the prairie

Or swing like a monkey in a tree
We can fly a rocket into outer space

To a land of make believe

We can swim out to the ocean blue
Just me and you and a fish or two

Live in a castle like a king or queen

With the biggest talking frog you‛ve ever 
seen

We can climb a mountain to enjoy the view

Napping on the clouds, if we please

Take a great big slide down the other side
To a land of make believe

Won‛t you come along as we sing our song
To a special place that puts a smile on your 
face
To a land of fun…for everyone
To a land of make believe

It’s OK To Ask For Help! (1:39)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

When you‛re learning something new
Something new for you
It‛s often good to ask someone
To help you get that something done…

It‛s OK to ask for help
From someone you know who cares
It‛s OK to ask for help
That‛s how we like to learn and share

When you ask, friends can help you
With drawing and coloring
Or hitting a baseball way up high!
When you ask, friends can help you
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With learning your ABC‛s
Or counting to one-hundred — you can do 
it if you try

It‛s OK to ask for help
That‛s what friends are for
It‛s OK to ask for help
That‛s how we learn to do much more

When you ask, friends can help you
With learning to jump rope
Or getting a kite to soar and fly!

When you ask, friends can help you
To get UP on the see-saw
Or go DOWN the big slide
Or swing up to the sky!

It‛s OK to ask for help
From someone you know who cares
It‛s OK to ask for help
That‛s how we like to learn and share
It‛s OK to ask for help
That‛s how we like to learn and share

The Right Stuff (1:03)
Willy Welch (Giggling Bear Music)

We eat the right stuff — cause we want 
to be healthy
The right stuff — it‛s a real good deal
We eat the right stuff, yum yum yummy

The right food at every meal

We eat the right stuff — cause we want to 
be healthy
The right stuff — cause we want to be 
strong
The right stuff — in the tum tum tummy
The right food all day long

We drink our milk
And drink our juice
Eat vegetables and fruits
Beans and meats — not too many sweets —
And for dessert? More fruit —
Fruit, Fruit, Fruit, Fruit…You know we love 
our fruit!

We eat the right stuff — cause we want to 
be healthy
The right stuff — it‛s a real good deal
The right stuff — in the tum tum tummy
The right food at every meal

Eat the right food at every meal

Do What I Do! (1:33)
Willy Welch (Giggling Bear Music)

Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do
Go go go where I go
Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do and
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Follow me wherever I go.

Hop three times
Then wiggle like a fish
Get on your tippy-toes
And walk like this…

Do what I do 
Go where I go
Come on!
Here we go!

Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do
Go go go where I go
Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do and
Follow me wherever I go.

Spin round and around
Then fall on the ground
Now quack like a duck
And wave your hands all around

Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do
Go go go where I go
Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do and
Follow me wherever I go.

Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do
Go go go where I go
Do-do-do-doo, Do what I do and
Follow me wherever I go.

Circle, Triangle, Square (1:48)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

Circle, triangle, square
Circle, triangle, square
Shapes are all around us — everywhere
Circle, triangle, square

Never saw a circle that I didn‛t like
Because a circle knows how to get around
Every circle I‛ve found from looking up 
and down
Keeps on circling around

Circle, triangle, square
Circle, triangle, square
Shapes are all around us — everywhere
Circle, triangle, square

Never saw a triangle that I didn‛t like
Because a triangle has three happy sides
It looks like a ride with its very own slide
A triangle has three sides

Circle, triangle, square
Circle, triangle, square
Shapes are all around us — everywhere
Circle, triangle, square

Never saw a square that I didn‛t like
Because all four sides are the same
Some people claim that‛s how it got its name
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A square‛s four sides are the same

Circle, triangle, square
Circle, triangle, square
Shapes are all around us — everywhere
Circle, triangle, square
Circle, triangle, square

Circle, triangle, square

There’s Fun To Share (1:33)
Angelo Natalie (Giggling Bear Music)

There‛s fun to share at The Helper‛s Fair
Everyone‛s so glad you‛re there
When you help you show you care
And you‛ll have fun to share at The 
Helper‛s Fair

Make a game out of laundry time
With the socks hanging on the line
Hop real fast in the sack races
Just use a couple of pillow cases

There‛s fun to share at The Helper‛s Fair
Everyone‛s so glad you‛re there
When you help you show you care
And you‛ll have fun to share 
at The Helper‛s Fair

At the Helper‛s Fair all the rides are free
The fruit and the veggies taste as good 

as can be
The animals try to sing along
As we dance and sing our helper‛s song

There‛s fun to share at The Helper‛s Fair
Everyone‛s so glad you‛re there
When you help you show you care
And you‛ll have fun at The Helper‛s Fair

Fun to share at The Helper‛s Fair

And you‛ll have fun to share…

At The Helper‛s Fair

The Colors You Can Eat! (1:15)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

Bet you didn‛t know
Bet you didn‛t think
You can taste the colors of a rainbow

If you never knew
Now ya know it‛s true
There are juicy colors you can eat

Bananas bright and yellow
Taste a tangerine
Apples shiny red
And these grapes are juicy green

Fruit is really yummy 
A rainbow in your tummy
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A very special treat
See all the colors you can eat!

If you never knew
Now ya know it‛s true

There are juicy colors you can eat

Blueberries blue
Watermelon pink

Strawberry red
Orange we can drink

Fruit is really yummy 
A rainbow in your tummy
A very special treat
See all the colors we can eat!

Fruit is really yummy 
A rainbow in your tummy
A very special treat
See all the colors we can eat!
All the colors you can eat!

End Each Day in a Tidy Way (1:58)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

Before we close our eyes and count the 
sheep
There‛s some things we need to do before 
we sleep…

To end each day in a tidy way

We brush our sparkling teeth
(Brush our sparkling teeth)

To end each day in a tidy way

We take a nice warm bath
(Take a nice warm bath)

To end each day in a tidy way

Oh, it feels so good when we do the things
To end each day like this
Before we snuggle up in bed
With a story and a kiss

Before we rest our head on our fluffy 
pillow
There‛s a few things that we know we need 
to do…

To end each day in a tidy way

We put our pj‛s on
(Put our pj‛s on)

To end each day in a tidy way

We read a story now
(Read a story now)

To end each day in a tidy way

Oh, it feels so good when we do the things
To end each day like this
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Before we snuggle up in bed
With a story and a kiss

Oh, it feels so good when we do the things
To end each day like this
Before we snuggle up in bed
With a story and a kiss

Before we go to bed and say good-night
It‛s so nice to know we end the day just 
right

Hide ‘N Seek (1:02)
David Wolf (Smiling Bear Music)

Time to play
Hide ‘N Seek
First I‛ll hide
Now, don‛t you peek!
I go away
So you can‛t see
And then you try
To find me

So, close your eyes and count to ten

Time to play
Hide ‘N Seek
Now you hide
And I won‛t peek
It‛s fun to find

A hiding place
Now hurry up
No time to waste

I‛ll close my eyes and count to ten
Where are you???

It‛s fun to play Hide ‘N Seek
First we hide
And then we seek
I‛m glad we had
Some time to play
Let‛s play again
Another day

Now it‛s time to say goodbye
So long friend
See you again.
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